Kippewa Assurance Program (“KAP“)
Complete Protection For Your Camp Tuition
What If …
Your child is sick or injured or is unable to attend camp for ANY reason?

Or If …
Your child receives a “once-in-a-lifetime” opportunity for next summer, or simply decides
that she wants to try something different?

Or If …
A family emergency or personal financial situation makes it imprudent or impossible for
your child to go to camp?

Or If …
Due to events in the U.S. or around the world you decide to keep your child close to
home next summer?

Would Your Camp Tuition Be Protected?
Each summer, thousands of children are unable to attend their camps for a variety of reasons.  Depending on when you
cancel, you will probably lose some or all of the money that you have paid.  You could easily lose thousands of dollars if
you find it necessary to cancel once your child is registered for camp.
In response to numerous requests from parents, and in recognition of the fact that we live in a very different world today
than the one we grew up in, Camp Kippewa is pleased to offer a program that protects your camp investment if you find it
necessary to cancel for ANY reason prior to the start of camp.  This program is optional and must be selected and paid for
when you register your child for camp.   
Please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions on the
back of this flyer for additional details about the program.

(OVER)

Frequently Asked Questions
Is KAP the same thing as Trip Cancellation Insurance?
No.  Insurance programs only protect you in the event of specific insured situations (medical emergency, death in
the family, loss of job, etc.) and typically have a deductible.  With KAP you can cancel for any reason and 100% of
your payments are protected.  KAP is more accurately described as a Cancellation Fee Waiver Program, whereby
you receive different cancellation options if you sign up for the program.  It’s more like buying an unrestricted
airline ticket as opposed to a non-refundable ticket or one that has penalties attached to changes.
Are my payments really protected if my child cancels without a good reason?
Yes. You do not need to give us a reason to cancel under KAP.  The only requirement is that you send us a
written cancellation before camp opens.  Depending on when you cancel, a portion of your payments will be
retained as a credit for a future camp session for your child or a sibling.
I’m not sure if my child is ready for sleep-away camp yet. How does KAP help me?
It is extremely unusual that a child does not make the adjustment to camp, but it can happen.  If you choose
KAP and your child does not make the adjustment to camp your money is protected.  If your child needs to leave
camp early, the unused portion of your camp fee will be retained as a credit that can be used later when your
child is older or transferred to an immediate family member.  
Will I get 100% of my money back if I enroll in KAP and need to cancel?
Not necessarily, although 100% of your payments are protected.  You will receive a full cash refund if you cancel
in writing before February 15th.  If you cancel between February 15th and April 30th, Camp Kippewa will keep
$500 of your tuition as a credit for a future camp session. If you cancel between May 1st and May 31st, $1000 of
your tuition will be retained as credit.  If you cancel after June 1st we will retain $1500 as credit for a future camp
session. The reason for this is that as the time for camp approaches we need to commit to more and more costs
that are based on the number of campers we have.  Additionally, it becomes increasingly difficult to fill empty
spots later in the year.  KAP is designed for families that are committed to camp, but who find it necessary
to cancel for an unforeseen reason. It is not intended for someone that will probably never come back if they
cancel.
Why wouldn’t I choose KAP?
Since the cost of KAP is so small relative to the flexibility it affords you, there is almost no reason not to enroll in
KAP if you and your child are sincerely committed to sleep-away camp.  However, you should not choose KAP if
you have good reason to believe that your child may not end up coming to camp next summer or in the future,
as you may end up with a credit for a future camp session, and credits are not refundable.

KAP has been developed in response to requests from parents, as a way to protect their payments in the
unlikely event that their child is unable to attend camp. We hope you find it helpful. KAP is an optional
program. Please feel free to share your thoughts about KAP with us so that we can make it even better in
the future.

